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ABSTRACT ~ 
. . ~ 
..... ' "'!··· 
. ,.,, .. , .. 
' : ' 
The ref·racti v~ .index (N) q.f tantalunl°· ~oxide grol/ffi/?by 
' -
, 
anodizing' sputtered tantahun thi"h f i~s was. deternri1~ed. as a 
./' 
1 . 





found from Brewster angle measurements at a wavelength of ~ 
. ~ 
5461·~3 Jl to vary from 1.78 to 1.95 for oxide thicknesses of 
0 0 
100 A ·t9.··l635 A. 
. 
~ The proposed method ·Of determining N by. using an 
' 
. independent -thiclmess measurement from ·a, multiple-beam·· 
~ 
·interferometer in conj.unction with ellipsometry data failed . 
to give the. e:xpected results. Anodic oxide thin films were 
formed by attempting to convert ~the sputter.ed tantalum 
completely to tantalum oxide so that the thin film system 
studied would consist of tantalum oxide on a glass sub-
strate. The existence of a transition layer at the· oxide-· 
~ 
~ glass interface is postulated to explain the discrepancy in 
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· The rapid gro,wth of the thin film industry· in recent 
,r~~ years. has required sophisticated measurirrg 1 techniques to 
,, 
determin·,e the various physical p~operties of the film. 
.......... ........... ·-···~,~-. --
. i·~· . ··~, .. ' ... 
The industry has advanced, in s·ome cases, without explicit 
tt, 
~knowledge of these properties. When a given physical 
·property, such as 1~efractive index, is not known for the 
film, the value often used for the film property is the 
value of the property for the· bulk material. 
A survey has shown that thin film physical properties 
· that have been- determined a:r:ae, in most instances, signifi-
ca~tly dlfferent from those of.the bulk material~(l, 2 ). 
These physical properties are also dependent on various 
parameters which characterize the actual deposition of the 
,d 
film. \ r, 
~ 
.The objective of tgi~ research is to determine, as a y 
·2 
function of thickness, the refractive index (N) of tantalwn 
r 
oxide pr6duced by anodizing sputtered tantalum thin films. 
r-------- . . 
.. I ~ 
Interest in tanialum ~ide arises because it is used as the 
dielectric in thin· film capacitors. Basically, the main 






To compare values of N obtained for the thin 
film oxide to those for the bulk-oxide . 
..,,. 
To compare values of N obtained to·those for 
oxide films grown by anodizing evaporated 
tantalum . 
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/ To -gain knowled.ge which ma.y be related to 
film porosity. 
. . ' 4. To determine whether it _is justified to use 
bulk oxide-values for the dielectric constant 
, . 
'as the ~lue for the dielectric constant of 
the thin film . 
. Deposition of the thiri films studied in this research 
• 
was done by s.puttering tantalum on a soda-lime glass sub-
strate in a continuous in-line vacuum system. Thicknesses 
0 
of the sputtered tantalum ranged from 75-700 A; the ~ 
" 
sputtered tantalum was subsequeotly anodized to completion 
leaving 'tantalum oxide fi~s ranging in thic~ess from" 
:125 A to 1600 A. Tantalum oxide films as anodiz-ed have 
previously been shown to be amorphous and transparent wi-th 
· the amorphous structure transforming tb orth~rhomb_ic · 
Ta205 when heated to 600°c. The structure of the fi),ms 
. ) ' studied in this· rese~rch is amorphous, but in refef~ing to 
the tantalum oxide film it will be designated Ta205 ~1n 
' 
") accordance with generally accepted nomenclature. 
Essentially the metho·a proposed to determine the 
., 
refractive index c bined the optical techniques of multi-
~ . i ple-beam interferometry with ellipsometry and consisted.of 
two major steps: 
1. The determination of the _physical thickness 
(d) of the film. 
... -~. . . 
2 .. -. The determination of the optical thickness ~ 
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. - ~ :C. . 4 ~ ..... 
. ; ~\/I'he multiple-beam interferometer was li'sed to deter-
, ~ 
, . mine values fo-r the physica~ thickness which were then 
. 
. 
used in conjunction -with the ellipsometer ~ata to deter-· 
.j,. 
. 
. · mine the optical thickness and q-2_nsequently N ., 
Th·eoretically ,- both N and d can be getermined wit··h the 
.... 
ellipsometer, but considerable simplification in analysis 
f 
· is gaine-d by the independent thiekness measuremerit from .. 
the multiple-beam interferometer. 
Previous Work 
Previous work on determining the refractive index or· 
(, 
~. 
tantalulrL .. Dxide q.~~ .. b.een. done on both hulk material and 
., . 
evaporated tantalum film·s- that have be~'en anodized. The 
following values for the refractive index are all given at 
0 
a wavelength of 5461 A. A mean refractive index of bulk 
orthorhombic Ta2o5 based on the geometric mean of the 
three indices has been given by W~ber(3) as 2.32. The 
values for the refractiv·e index of thin tantalum oxide 
films formed by anodizing bulk tantalum are summarized by 
L. Young; ( 4 ) the generally accepted value is 2 .'20. 
Measurements by Kelly and He.avens (5) of the index of re-
fraction of Ta205 thin ·films that have been grown by 
anodizing evaporated -·tantalum thin films produced values 
ranging from 1.90 to 2.10 . 
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. I •. 
i' . , r . .lO 
EQUIP-MEI~T USED ·- GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
• t ;•,'., 
.-.. -. .,-
·. ·Mu 1 t iple-Bearn lr1't er·f eron1e ter 
_' A scl1erna tic diagram of the Hilgar and Watts inter-
. . 
ferometcrl tl1a t was used in .shown in Figllre 1 ... The beam 
from a whit~ light source is collimated and directed· by a· 
. 
mio,roscope through a comparator plate onto-the test 
specimen. The comparator plate is. transparent with a 
0 . 
400 A $ilver coating on the underside which has optical 
properties of 93% reflection, 5% transmission and 2% 
absorption. This comparator plate, which in conjunction 
with the test specimen forms the interferometer proper, 
" 
' ' 
can be adjusted by _pressure_ adjusting screws so that it 
can .be made perfectly pfrrallel to the test specimen. An 
,-
• 
image of tl1e interference plates is formed, by thB micro-
scope, at the entrance Slit of the spectroscop~. The 
f -· ,·-~ ' 
I 
/ 
spectroscope contains a prism _that can be rotated to 
select any portiorr~ of the visible spectrum and.a calibrated 
,f 
drum and hairline to deteijlline the op'tical frequency at 
111 hi c i-1 t 11 e fr in g e o c curs . 
Ellipsorneter 
~r11e ellipsometer used, a Gaertner Scientific Corpora-
,· 
tion model Lll8GT, is shown in the schematic diagram of 
.. 
Figu~e 2. Light from a strong monochromatic light source 
is collimated and passed through a nicol prism polarizer . 
After the light 1s linearly polarized it is passed through 
a quarter-wave p~ate and is incident on the test specimen 
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OF INT E RF E R"OME TE R 
Fig. I 
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analyzer. The· function of the quartep:..wave p1~t~· ·1-s to .4 
\ 
compensate for any e llipt ici ty i·n. tl1e. ref·lc:c: ted 0 light, and 
thus res tore the lig11·t to -be linea.rly po-lar·ized so .. tha t it 
can be extiriguisl1ed vJith .the analyzer. The output of the. 
, 'I ,~... . ... 
'analyzer is ·p:assed through a teles-cope that ·1s focused on 
the sample so that extiriction can be obser~ed either by \ 
the eye or 1 if more accuracy is desired, by an'electronic 
photomultiplier. I~ is possible to vary the angle of 
incidence, e, from 0° to 90° and a calibrated table per-
mits reading the incidence angle to 20 seconds of arc, 
while the polarizer, analy~r and quarter-wave plate 9re 
! 
I 
all mounted on divided circles that c~ rotate throug~ 
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·- "'· -- • ~I 
EQUIPMENT USED_ - THEORETICAL· ·CONSIDERATIOJiS· 
~' 
. • I ~ 
. \ . 
Mul tiJJle-13e.srn __ Ir1ter·fer·cHneter· ·"·'·,--,.. 
I -





~etry ar;e descr;lbed ~in detail by., Tolansky.' Basic~ally, 
$ 
the prir1ciple of an: inte·r~f-er_9meter is the product i.on of 
.fringes in an air gap by the· constructive and destructive 
/ interference of light.· Destructive interference produces 
1' 
dar·k fringes and occurs when the difference in opticai 
/' path length between a transmitted and refleeted ray· is an 
integral rnul,1. le of a half wavelenflth of ~he incident 
,· 
11 ght-. Inter~fer~r1ce of light in an air gap between two 
r-er.iecting su1 .. fae_es 'will give a fringe pattern of\·:alternate 
dark and ;white bands.in the fi~ld of view of a microscope 
focused on this air gap; the wt·ctth and sharpness of these 
dark f-ringes are a functio11 ~f the reflecting characteris-
r.; - ' 
. • --· ~ .. 
tics of the surfac·~s bounding the air gap. If these 
surfaces are rna·de h-ig_hly reflective, the fringe~ will be 
-gui te sharp due to multiple reflect ions that add to the 
interference . .. ' 
\ ~ ~ 
In order to ·apply interferometry·to thfn· film thick-
J 









·be.fuei~ured, and to apply a reflective coating ori the film I 
so t11at it can be used as one of the plate.s of the inter-
,, 
ferometer. The step .in the f·ilm produce~ a- discontinuity 
in tl1e air gap, and the magnitude ·of this discontinuity can I 
. 
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,. Fig. 3 EXPANDE.D SKETCH OF INTERFEROMETER .WORK I 
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fringe· at X a ts from the film.:.covered substra~e 
and is of tbe same order as the· fringe at ·x1 . It. should 
be no~ed .that tl1e vertical step on the sample has· been 
' 
rotated through 90° to appear horizontal on the readout. 




placement of these fringes. Fringes of equal chromatic , 
order occur where L/X is con&tant, L being the' width of 
the air gap and X the wavelength of.incident light. 
\ 
The thickness of the film can be derived as follows: 
... 2 NL = n Al '; 
n - order of interference (integral) · 
N - refractiv~ index of air= 1 
L - width of air gap. 
(1) 
... J The order n can be determined from wavelengths at which 
successive fringes occur; that is if a fringe of order n 
is at A1 , then a fringe of order (n+l) is at A2 where 
Al > A2·· 






- X A2 • -1 
(2) 
... 
Rewriting (1) for the air gap where there is no film and 
• 
substituting N = 1: 
2L = n Al . 
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(L-d) . the where film ls present: • 
· 2 ( L-d) nA · (3) ...... "· - • '"} / - ,a 
.) ( 1) n -=. same order iri I as 
Xa displaced wavelength. ,\ --
\ . 
. J 
Solving ( 1) and (3) for n and equating: 
-~ 
2 (L-d) ~ r. 2L (4) .. ...t- • \1 \ a ·;,;,' 
r ?' 
~-
., ... - .. 
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An ellipsom.eter ls an ins}tru.rnent that measures the. 
I 
effect of reflection on ,the state of polarization of incl-
. 
'"· . 
d~nt polarized light. The ~tate of. polarization.can be 
determined. from the. phase and amplitude relationships 
between the two c~~ponen e waves into which the inci-
dent linearlj polarized light can be resolved. One of these 
waves, designated the p ,_wave, is in ·thle plane of ·1ncidence 
and one, designated the s wave, i~ normal to the plane of 
incidence. : In general, reflection causes a change in 
relative phase between the two components, as well as in ~ 
their amplitudes.>' 
. I 
For ~ reflection from a film-fre-e glass substr9 te, wh1:ch 
is assumed to be optically smooth,.the state of polariza-
,.,... ... 
t 
tion . of the reflected light is changed only in amplitude 
,-
.j) 
·ratio and not in phase angle, with the result that the 
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reflected light· remains ·11nearly po.lari·z·e·a (Figure 4a) . 
. ...... 
df Presel1·:;e of a thin transparer1t fil;m on the glass will pro- ·· 
,, 




ponents .as, well as change the amplitude ratio, and the 
< 
resulting reflected light is then ellipticaily~polarized 
,.. 
.) . (Figure 4b) • The phase angle 6 ls defined as the differ-. 
ence .upon reflection, between the phase chahge df the p 
wave anc,l the phase change of the s wave, while~.,,the alnp11-. 
tude ratio is given as the ratio of the amplitude of the 
p wave to tn~ amplitude of the s wave---~ An ellipsometer 
can be used to detect and measure the changes. in phase 
and a~plitude ratio. Theoretical expressions can be 
derived, from exact reflection theory, which relate these 
observable cha.nges to the refractive index and thickness 
~ 
of the film. Derivation of these theoretical expression 
· is given in Appendix I . 
. I 
·-· 
Ex-act reflection· theory to interpre·t ellipsometer 
measurements enables optical constants of thin films to be 
...... 
measured for thicknesses much greater than the 50 - 100 
angstrom range that Drude (7) developed approximate eqUp.1-
tions for before the turn of the century. The obvious· 
'advantage of Drude-As equations are their simplicity and 
1 corresponding ease of solving. Exact reflection the·ory, 
however, ccimplicates the mathematics severely, but with 
the application of modern electronic computers it is now 
a rea·sonabl~ task. Several workers, among them 
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REFLECTED LIGHT 
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b) REFLECTrON w.lTH TRANSPARENT FILM. ON GLASS SUBSTRATE 
I 
Fig. 4 "EFFECT OF REFLECTION ·oN LINEARLY 
POLARIZED LIG·H·T. 
. . . . 
'1 .. 
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. "':"·.,.. ..... 
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. Vas,,icek, (ll) have done eilipsOmet!'y work and compa!ed e.x-
1 
perirner1tal re·sul ts. obtained with" exac·t·~ re1·1ection thedry. 
' . 
Ellipso.metry methods used in this researr.>ch are based ·on 
. . ~ . . 
. 
tl1ose; of "'Jas icel{ s inc~, l1is work in vol veq a transparent thin 
' 
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The procedl:lre that was followed consiS'ted of several 
' 
outlined below. steps as ,, 
1. • Preparation and processing of samples. 
,;f 
tI 
,,.'f 2. Thickness measurements of Ta and Ta2o5 . 
3. Brewster angl~ measurements .of N . '{ \_. ! ; ( ·/1 
....... , ... ~ 
4 . Computer program to solve the· equations 
of exact reflection theory. 
5. Ellipsometer measurements of N. 
Preparation and Processing of Sampl~ 
The subst1·ates used were standard 1-1/2 11 x 3" soda-
lime glass _slides. When depositing t~e tantalum, it was 
fi necessary to obtain a well-defined edge for multiple beam 
interferometer measurements - between the tantalum covered 
glass and the glass alone. A thin ( ~1500 i) layer of Al 
was used to iuask the substrate during sputtering leaving a 
l" x 1-1/2" area in the center of the slide for tantalum. 
When tr1e Al mask was subse·quently removed, a sharp edge 
. 
/ 
:t· ... :·. was formed on the tantalwn film. The slides were cleaned 
'---
thoroughly in detergent and deionized water and then were 
glow-discharge cleaned for 3-5 minutes at 100 ma and 1000 
volts b~fore the Al mask was deposited in a bell jar 
vacut:m system. After the Al was de:R,osited the slides were 
immediately placed in the in-line vacuum system and tant~-
·-
'. 1 um was sputtered .on. Sputtering data and tantalum thic·k-
nesses estii:nC\~ed from sputtering time in the chamber- are -
', . 
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Removal of the Al mask was accomplished .by dipping the 
•.. 
·slides in aqua regia_.. Aqua ·regia' does not react chemically ' 
with the tantalum a11d multi~e-beam interfero~eter thick-
/--. 




and aftef aqua r~gia treatment, verified that there was no 
.-
change in tantalum thickness as a result of th~ aqua -regia 
treatment·. 
0 
A reflective laye~ of approximately 1000 A or· Ag that 
was used for the interferometer thicfil1ess measurements was 
then.deposited _on the slides------in a bell jar vacuum system 
6 ~ • 
at a pressure oI' 5 x·10- atmospheres . 
. 
Following the thickness measurement.s the Ag coating 
was removed with ·HNo3 and the tantalum on the samples" was 
anodized to completion; that is, all the tantalum was con-
• 
Anodizing was done at a constant current 
" 
.in a 0.1% citric acid solutiem. Completion is marked 
~-- during a,nodLza t ion by a rapid rise in voltage across the 
film to maximum supply voltage. Until comple~ion is 
\ 
lO 
reached~ the voltage rises lJnearly to maintain the con-
\ 
stant Cllrrent witl1 increasing Ta205 thiclmess but when the 
\ 
film is completely anodized the voltage rises to the 
~ 
maximum supply voltage ·( 400 V), indicating th-e change to 
. \ 
an insulating dielectric film. 
. ' 
.... --. 
Tl1e slides we:re ·t11en cut along the long axis removing 
both edges and leaving the central pGrtiqn of the slide so 
that trie Ta2 o5 remaining. _would be of uniform th-i~clmess . 
\i ,, 
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L. 
the slide con ta ned the least varJia:tion · in thickness. _The· 
) 
area remaining ,was now a l" x 3/4" rectangle of Ta265 on a 
3" · x 3/LrH glass substr~te. ' . . . 
The samples wer~ then coated with· Ag as before, and 
i 
i• 
·, .. thickness measurements of the Taaps were made. After the 
. . 
. ) 




- the back surface of the slide was coated with a flat black 
. paint to eliminate undesirable reflections during the. 
ellipsometry work. , 
Thickness Measu-r1ements 
, Thickness measurements of the ·tantalum were made 
using two different methods. The multiple-beam interfero-
.,. 
meter was used as well as a Beta ray back scattering method 
for· thickness measurements. (l2 ) Use of the Beta. ray back 
scatter method gives a check on the interferometer because 
\ 
the interferometer measures thickness along an edge only 
while tl1e B-eta metnod is an integrat,ing type of measurement 
. ' 
over the central portion. If any great discrepanciy 





Interferometer measurements on bot11 ···tantalum and 
Ta2o5 wer,e 1nade at three positions along both right and 
left edges with two r~adings being made at each positjon. 
'llhere were, therefore, twelve readings made on each slide. 
The.· _order' of interferer1ce fringe was always 8, ~and the · 
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Schultz(l3) ha;:; shown that the~e is a slight-error in 
,. 
interferometer measurements due to tl1e p11ase C'hange of 
li·ght on r~eflection from Ag. · This· erro:r is a function of 
. wave1e·r1gtl1 a11d to corr·ect for t!1e er·r·or r·equires the 
optical co11stants of evaporated Ag;~ since the optical con-
I ·, ..... __ ... ,i 
stants were not knoivn accurately, it was felt tl1at if the 
portion of, tr1e spectrum used was l{ept constant, the error 
woula. be constant~ . 
Brev1ster· Arit;le f\Ieasuren1ents of N 
It vJE1E-; 11ecessa1·y to determine the refractive index of 
' the glass SLtbs tra te a11d. a range for N of the Ta2o5 thin 
.. 
films so tl1at ellipsometry data cuuld be analyzed, To de, 
this the Brewster angle of the glass and the films was 
r ••....'a'\. 
deter~mi11ed. The Br1ei·1~ter angle is defir1ed as that .a11gle ·· 
of rncidence at which there is no reflection of the p 
component of incident linearly polarized light. This is a 
r·estll t of the angle between tl1e 11 ef'lected ray and refracted 
' ,., 
ray be~11g 90°, as sl1own in the sketcl1 below. 
INCIDENT RAY 
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i 
Sir David Brewster i_n '1815 showed at.this . angle of lnci-
J 
dence, ·A, that ' "7 to N. Ta·n ~ ·= I 
0 r 
..... Measurement of the Brewster angle·was done using the 
- ----
' Gaertn.er L]rJ:·8GT ellipsometer .without the quarter-wave 
plate.· The method used is based on the w·ork of 
,y 
Hacksci.yl6(l4 ) and is a.refinement on the method of 
~ 
Abeles. (l5) The procedure for determining the index of 
) 
refraction of the glass sub~t~ate was as follows: 
1. The incident polarized light is inclined 
at 1° to the plane of incidence. 
2. The polarized light is incident directly 
' 
on the glass slide. 
't 
3. ... \ plot Vary the angle of inci<,ience and the 
analyzer angle as a function of incidence 
angle for extinction of reflected light. 
-
. 
The angle of incidence when the analyzer angle is zero 
. 
is the Brewster angle of the glass. An analyzer angle of 
~. '. ' 
zero corresponds to the transmission axis of the analyzer 
being in the plane of incidence. 
'-, 
I 
h the procedure for d~t~rmining the refractive index of 
· the Ta2 o5 film was as follows: 
1. The incident polarized light is inclined 
at 1° to the plane of incidence. 
• 
~ ~ 2. The polarized light is incident on Ute 
sample at the boundary between the glass 
' 
and the Ta 2o5 film-covered glass, so 
t-hat half of the reflected .light is :fr'om 
. , ' 
:.J"· 
I ' 
































' ' ,,, 
' " 
the glass and half·from the film-covered 
. 
• 
". • rJ glass.}-
3. Vary the angle of incidence, and plot the 
analyzer angle as .. a function of incj.dence 
-*'"• , 
1 
angle for mat-ched- reflections from the 
glass -and the fiim-eovered ·glass. J 
The angle of inc.idence when the analyzer· angle is zero .. is 
' the Brewster angle of the Ta2o5 film . 
Comp~ter Program 
( 
A computer program was written using Fortran, for an 
IBM 650 computer to solve equation (13) in Appendix I for 
the tangent of the pha'se angle ~ . 
1 6 is defined as the · 
difference, upon reflection, between ·the phase change of 
' ~ 
the p component and the phase change of the s component. 
The fix~d parameters in equation (13 J ·!"!re: the angle;·-of 
incidence·· .. and the refractive index of the ~~-qss st1bstrate, 
· while the variable parameters are: the thicknesb ~nd 
refractive inde{ of the Ta2o5 film. Since all the un~~owns 
~ . 
in equation (13) contain both refractive index and thick-
r~ 
·n~ss of the film~ the equation cannot be solved explici~:~. 
, ... 
The equation was solved by using 20 assumed values of 
refractive index for each value of physical thickness, as 
det,=rrnined by,- the multiple-beam .. interferometer, using a ... 





angle measurements of the Ta2o5 film. ~ 
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,•'' 
. the e·.xperimental va~ue of -the phase angle Ii • ·-One can·· ,1 
either find the.parameters of an elliptical vibration ob-· 
tained by· reflecting a plane vibration with equal p ands 
: ~ . 
components, or one can fihd the param~ters of an ·~~lipti-...... 
cal vibration giving a plane vibratio~ on reflection. 
' ' The second method was the one used in this work. The 
I 
coordinate system used in describing angles is convention~ 
· al. An observer looking f'OW"ards the light source~ on 
the positive Z axis with the positive X axis to his right; 
the X-Z plane is the plane of incidence. The procedure 




1. Set the fast axis of the quarter-wave plate 
at +45°. 
" 
2. Rotate polarizer and analyzer for extinction =-.,/ 
of reflected light. Make certain that the 
analyzer transmission axis is'in the 4th 
_quadrant. (There are two positions for 
extinction.) 
3.· Usi11g a pJ1otomultiplier as detector, rotate 
. 
the polarizer to obtain equal intensities on 
both sides of the null obtained in 2. The 





average of these two values and is labeled 
Po. 
Set polarizer to P0 and rotate analyzer to 
obtain equal in~ensities on both sides of 
the null. The average of the~e is the 
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,, ' 
·• • 1 analyzer, null value. 
.. 
1· 
The value for.tan 6 is the·n give-n·by:•, 
'· 
. .. 1 Tan b. = s in S tan ( 90 ° .:. 2 PO ) • 
·~ is the relative retardation of the q~arter-wave plate and 
. was taken as 90° for the 5461 i line it was d~signed for. 
The _a11gle of incldenc·e was kept consta~t at 60° for 
all ellipsometry runs. The photomultiplier used as a 
• 
~detector was the detector portion of a Zeiss II spectro-
photometer. Use· was·also made of the wavelength filter in 
0 
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Tttickness Measurement 
The resultt of the tantalum thickness measurements· 
using both the interferometer and the Beta gauge are tabu- , 
l.a ted in Table II. Ta2o5 thickness measurements are given 
in Table III ahd are mean values of twelve ~eadings for 
each slide. Scott(l6 ) shows that the accuracy of 
multiple-beam interferometry, which is a function of the 
condition of the reflective coating and the order of fringe 
. () ' 
used, can be as high as± 1 A. ·A sta·tistical analysis on 
data from a large number of slides has given 2a limits of /· 
() 
t 10 A - independent of film thickness. 
.., 
Based on this 
statistical analysis the accu.rac~y- of the thickness measure-
ments is taken to be ± 10 A for' the Ta2o5 films which · 
ranged in thickness from 128 - 1635 A. 
Brewster Angle Measurement of~ 
I 
Brewster angle measurements on. ·the~glass substrate· 
gave a value,---a-t a wavelength of 5461 A, for the refractive 
. 
cV 
index of 1.5162 t .0005 which compares exactly with··inde-
pendent measurements of N made on an Abbe Rerractometer. 
Data from Brewster angle measurements of the Ta205 
film are tabulated in Table IV, and the data for two 
f 
sampies are plotted in Figure 5. These two samples were 
in the sputteri11g chamber together and thickness mea\sure-
1"" 
ments on these two were 281 A and 286 A. Brewster angle 
\ 
measurements made on these two samples gave th~ same value 
: , .. for N; this is verified by t·he coincidence of the curves in 
i / .. 
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Figure 5. -~ ,../ .. . The Brewst~rvangle is determined by t\e· inter-
- '" ,,J 
section or t~e two halves of the curve on th~ X axi~~ As 
I 
. '·~ 
.. . - a result of the ·steep slope of the- curves near ,the ,I3rewster 
....... :..: 
. angle,. the accuracy .of this metr1od has been shown to be 
+ ( 14 ) . I 
~--
. . 
- . .'0005. . . · The refractive index or· the f\lms in this 
.work was only carried to three decirna.l places, so that 
the accuracy of the value given by Figure 5 can then be Q 
• 
0 given as 1~823 t .000. Brewster a.ngle measurements pro-
duced·value~ for the refractive index, of the Ta2o5 film, , 
from 1.780 - 1.950 an·d are.tabulated in Table; V. 
Computer Data 
Theoretical values for the phase angle ~ , cf>tained 
.. from the computer, a~e plotted in Figures 6, 7, 8, and ·9. 
j { Figure 6 il~ustrates the proposed metho,d ·of determining 
refractive index. The graph is entered on the ordinate, 
labeled 6, at the experimental value obtained from the 
6 9 \. ellipsometer.for 6; the intersectibn with the theoretical 
6 curve gives the refractive index of the film. The ex-
pe_rimental value for ~ used o.n Figure 6 (310°) was chosen 
I' for illust,.rative purposes and was not the value .obtained 
from the ellipsometer ~or slide E-3762. Also i·llus,tra ted 
\ . 
on Figure 6 is the errot in obtaining the refractive index 
' 0 by the proposed metl1od due to' the t IO A accuracy in thick~ 
'•,.; 
ness measurements. It was found that the index c9uld. only 
I 
be. determined to ± • 02 ·if the independent thickness 
+ 0 .measurements were accurate to 10 A. ~ , -
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the phase angle b. • 6 ·is a cyclic function o.f the optical 
thickness of t·he :f:ilm' a.ria; the curve for 6 repeats period-
/r,'.:·:.,:.:·.·:.·.· .. · .......... :,.,:,,,_ .. ,, ..... , .• 
ically wi t~/~_yery 360° ch,;mge in x, _ where x - defined by 
. 
(9) in Appendix_ I - is the difference in optidal path of 
•, 
.a ray reflected from the film arid one reflected from the 
film-glass interface. From the data plo.tted in Figure 9, 
,,. 
0 
it is seen for a film of 1635 A and a refractive index of 
. 
"-- l.8l:i, that·6 has a value of 0° which corresponds to the 
~alue for 6 with no film on the glass. 
Elli2sometry Res~lts 
The accuraGy of the. experimental technique for deter-




Experimental values for 6 did not agree with the theoret-
ical values for 6 differing in som2 instances by more than 
100°. Figure 10 is a graph of the theoretical values for 
6, assuming a refractive index of 1.90, and the eiperi-
mental values for 6, as obtained from the ellipsometer, 
plotted against thickness of Ta2o5 film. The two curves ~ 
should be similar since the assumed value of N(l.90) for 
the theoretical curve is in the middle of the range of N· 
• 
as determined by Brewster angle n1easurements. The experi-
mental curve for 6 is essenttallf independent of thickness 
and exhibits none of the periodicity that was expected! 
. .. 
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DISCUS3ION OF- RESULTS 
Ellipsometry Res~lts 
. I 
' Possible inel!l1ar1isms to" explain ·the failure of the .. , 
experimental values of 6 to agree with the theoretical 
values of 6 are discussed below. The ord~r of magnit~de of 
the discrepancy between the value~ is significant. For 
example, in order to have a theoretical v~lue for 6 that 
agrees with the experimental value obtained for the film 
0 
of 128 A thickness, it would be necessary to assume a 
'· ........ ' ~ 
. ,, 
r~tr~ctive index greater thah 3.0. Figure 10 indicates 
0 that at approximately 900 A the curves intersect which 
means the value of the refractive index would have to de-. 
·o 
crease from 3.0 at 100 i to 1.90 at 900 A. In an attempt 
" to explain this failure of the values for 6 to correlate,· 
two possible mechanisms are considered: 
1. The possibility that the films are absorbing 
rather than transpa1~ent :-
2. The existence of a transition layer at the 
oxide-glass interface. 
If the· films wer)e absorbing the index of refraction 
would be complex and of the form N - ik; N is the real 
portion and k is a constant related to the absorption 
coefficient O' by O' - 4nk 
A • 
A complex index of refraction 
,.,. 
• 
would introduce an additional phase shift between the p and_ 
~ s waves, but this eff~ct on 6 can be shown to be small for 
., 
~ 0 the thinner ( 100 - 300 A) ·films for even a moderately high ., 
value of k. Archer(lO) haS shown the effect of using 
., 
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values for·k of 0.0, 0.022, 0.22 in the· comple~ refractive 
/II 
. 1·"" 
. Jndex, 2 .2 -IA ik, of a theoretical film on a s.ilicon sub-
strate: The valu? k = 0 implies a transparent film. It 
was found that for films up to-approximately 80° optlcal 
'---
" 
thickness tI-1at the theoretical curves for ~ were coincident 
for all three values of k. An equivalent thickl1ess of the 
. 
Ta2o5 fiim in angstroms, of 80° optical thickness, is 
0 . 
350 - 400 A, so'that for any Ta 2o5 film of iess than 
0 
350 A, the effect of absorption would be negligible. 
Since the data from tr1e thinnest film ( 128 A) was cons id-
erably removed f.rom the theoretical curve, absorption was 
··. 
eliminated as a major cause of the discrepancy. 
The presence of a transition layer at the glass-
oxide interface could affect the phase angle m~~kedly. If 
the.phase angle 6·is plotted against angle of incidence for 
0. 
dielectric reflection and metallic refle.ction the result is 










Angle of Incidence 
a B is the Brewster angle of the glass substrate ( :::::: 57°); 
.... ,, ,,, 

































incidence'used in this research. It is obvious that if 
• ' ' 4 
there w~re a metallic type of ·reflection, the phase angle 
would be' cr1anged· considerably. This metallic layer, if 
.r 
present, is extremely thin because the films exhibit no 
metallic reflection phenomena, such as interference colors, 
) 
and the films are visually transparent~ Presence of this 
transition layer could possibly result from sputtering or 
' I -
anodizing, or from a combination of_these,two proc~~ses. 
Dur:ing sputtering, the proposed transition layer C·Ould 
conceivably come from high energy tantalum atoms striking 
the glass substrate and replacing Si, Ca, and Na atoms in 
the glass; leaving .a monatomic layer of these metal atoms 
on the glass surface. This mechanism also may explain. 
other observed dependencies of film param~ters on the sub-
strate type. ; 
The possibility of a transition layer due to anodizing 
is more easily explained. Anodizing to completion is 
p 
marked by a ri&e in voltage, to the maximum of the supply 
voltage, to maintain a given constant current. If this 
current can be maintained without further anodizing, the 
anodizing mechanism will stop, and since the samples were 
··,removed from the anodizing solution as soon as the voltage 
rose to supply voltage, it is possible that~ thin non-
anodized layer remained. The remaining non-anodized layer 
is probably not continuous but may have the effect of~ 
large number or· isolated metallic mirrors. 


















































the phase angle 6 is that there is the efI'ect of a trans-
. . 
ition layer at the oxide glass i··nterf'ace, 1.,·1l1icJ-1 n1odifies 
. the expe1~imental values for 6 in such· a mar111er that they 
ctnnot be correlated to theoretical values for 6 calculated 
by assumlr1(_~ a11 oxide-glass interface. 
Brewster Angle Determination of N 
The values for N, obtained by the Brewster angle 
.~="'= 
-~ 
measurement, are plotted in Figure 11 as a functio5-of 
oxide,thickness. The effect of the proposed transition 
layer at the oxide-glass interface on these values should 
be negl·igible, since the parameter measured is the in ten-
r 
~ity of reflected light and is a visual observation. The 
films appear transparent to the eye and the difference in 
observed intensity~ 1'"}rom the film and the "'film-covered 
... 
g·lass is not detectable in natural light. 
The eye is extremely sensitive when it is matching 
intensities in two adjacent fields, and the reproducibility 
of the ·data obtained by the Brewster angle measurement was 
quite good. Values for the refractive index, obtained for 
' . 
the Ta 2o5 films, varied from 1.78 to 1.95 with the thinnest 
, ,e 
film having a val·ue of 1.78 and the thickest film a value 
,. 
of. 1.95. The slope of the N versus thickness curve is 
I • 
positive as expected since the thinner films should be more 
porous, and the refractive index in the case of porous 
films is a mean index of the air pores and the oxide layer. 
.. ,\ A·comparison of values obtained to those of Ta2o5 
,·' . 
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"" .....i,.. correlatioR with the values - 1.90 to 2~10 - obtained ~y 
Kelley and l!eavens(5) on anodized evapofated tantalum 
'~ 
·r11ms. ' -1 . : Although the thickn~ss of.t~~ Ta2o5 films studied 
in this research was comparable ~P the thickness of Ta2o5 
examined by Kelley and Heavens, their original tantalum 
· thickness was greater sir1ce they did not anodize to com-
pletion. Original tantalum thickness used in their work 
~as _not given, but the value for N of 1.95 obtained in 
~ -If 
_) 
i O . this work for an original tantalwn thickness of 700 A .com-
.., . 
pares closely with their results. 
The comparison of the val~es for N obtained in this 
work to the value (2.20)( 4) obtained by anodizing thin 
films of oxide on b11lk tantalum shows a significant 
. 
difference. A comparison to bulk oxide values for N 
r' points out an even greater discrepa~cy as the bulk value 
. ' (3) 
of N for Ta2o5 is 2~32. These comparisons indicate 
that one is not justified in using bulk Ta2o5. data for 
optical properties of Ta2o5 thin films. Maxwell's rela-
/ 
I ~ 
tionship between the refractive index and the bdielectric 
constant would also preclude using bulk Ta2o5 data for the 
-~ 
dielectric constant of the Ta2o5 thin film. 
Sug~ested Fur~her Work 
I • 
A next logical step in Ta2o5 refractive index deter-
mination would be to find the index as a function of thick-
ness when the oxide film is on a sputtered tantalum sub-
.. 
strate. To use e}lipsometry for this problem, one must 
find the optical constants of the tantalum substrate; this 
• .. 
·.'•._:<,,•,. 
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creates a new problem ·sir\ce the constants r.nust be deter-
mi-ned in vacuum so tl1at no oxide film forms or1 the tanta-
lum. Once the optical constants of the tantalum substrate 
~ 
have beer1 deter·rni11ed tl1-e met!1od of ellipsometry could be 
'··· used to find botl1 refractive index and t11id1kness of .the 
oxide. It would be n~cessary to solve tl1e theoretical 
equations o·r r·eflection theory for both phase angle ts and 
azimuth wand then by a graphical technique, as used in 
this work, the experimental ellipsometry data could be 
correlated to the theoretical data. The interface between 
' 
the oxide and ta-ntalum would be well defined and the 
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1. The refractive. index of anodized sputtered tantalum 
-~l•ll. ,,, I 
2. 
thin films l•/!:l C! ' ~...., found t~ be 1.78 to 1.95 at a wave-
lengtl1 of 5461 0 ' . A for oxide thicknesses from 128 i to 
• •• ,.,> 
0 
1635 A. 
The use of bulk Ta205 ·Optical dat~ fo~ the optical 
constants of thin films· is not justified. 
3. The use of the bulk Ta2o5 dielectric constant for the 
thin film dielectric constant is not justified. This 
is based on the results obtained for refractive index-
in this work and Maxwell's relationship between the 
dielectric constant and the refractive index. 
4. The proposed method of .using an independent thickness 
measurement in conjunction with the ellipsometer does 
not give sufficient accuracy in refractive index 
"'·""'i' 
m~asurement to warrant using the method. 
40 







accuracy in determining both N and d. The ellipso-
meter also has the advantage that it can be used even 
~.-. ''':' .. 
though the actual position of the oxide-substrate 
interface is not defined, as it must be. in other 
methods ·of thickness meaS'Urements. This has particular 
advantage in me~surernents of an oxide film on metal 
where the oxide grows both by replacing metal and by 
growing above the original metal. 
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'11l1e r;-e f" lec ti on of l lr1ear· ly f)O la r ized l if ,~ht from a 
i)lnne L:la0s surf·ace, · covered 1;Jitr1 ct tr·ai1spa·rer1t filrn, car1 
IC , ~•,• •• 
• r 
( 11) L~ deccriLcd in terms of.Fresnel equations as follows: 
• 
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Es 1 + rSi 
~ix 
r· S2 e 
r 
RP 
ratio of amplitude of the reflected (Rp) - -- -p Ep 




- - ratio of amplitude of the reflected (Rs) 
.l. s - -
Es -,.. 
wave and tl-ie in c id en t - ( Ee ) iia ve. 
..::) 
6 }; - the phase change of the p wave. -
/ 
6S - the ppase.change of the s wave. -
\ 
r - amplitude ratio RB for single reflection of the -
pl Elli- ~ 
p·wave at the air-film interJ'ace. 
_,,JII!(!" ~-





p v1ave at t-he film-glass interface. 
,· ..... _ 
I f •;• 
.• .-1...-, 
R 
- amplitude ratio ~· for single reflection of the 
ES1 
s wavE; at tl1e air-film interface. 
" 
. " .i: ~-
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s wave at t.r1e f iln1~i:·lass interface. C• 
x - optical pc1tJ1 dif'f·er1ence betv1een tl1e rays 
refl"ectecl frorn tl1c: · c=1ir-flilm interface and those 
reflected frofu the film-glass interface. 
42 
The amplitude ratios rA through r 8 can be written in 2 
terms of the angle of incidence and angles of refraction in 







·9 - angle of incidence -
; 
a - angle of refraction -
b - angle of refraction -
., .. ·From· Fresne-1 's equations: 
tan e-a (3). rPi = • tan ' e+a 
m-fa-bj rs,. ~ (5) 
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·~ 
rrt1e ref'lect ior1 coefficients can then oe related to 
0 re f~ ra e t. l v e i 11 d i c e s by · S r1 e 11 ' [~ 1 a w : 
• e s lll 
~g - • Ng refractive index of glass, (7) - sin lJ ' -
.. 
;'\: 
• sin B 
(8) Nf .. • Nr - refractive index of film. - . , -• sin a 
T11e optical path difference x cp.n be w.ritt.en· ln terms 
of the above parameters.as shown in the following sketch. D 
AIR N=l 









. Tr1e optical path 0 o:f ~ ~in air while R1 is traversing· 
. f i.lm is AB where: 
,,<,, .•• 
d 
---· cos a s in2 a . / 
.. Therefore, the difrArPnce in optical ~ath,·x, is 
. 
Q given by: 
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l . 
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2n (2NFd cos a); (~ in Radians). ( ~) . X - A 





and the phase difference between the p ands waves,~, by: 
, 
6 s • 
Takirig the ratio of (1-) to (2): 
, ~L. 
Tan w e 1 ~ -
, ... , .. 
l"l . 
p 1 









( .. . ~ ; 
•· (12) 
0 
By changing the exponentials to sin and cos functions 
and then equating real and imaginary pqrts, one is led to 
expressions of the followinG form: 







Tant Sin 6 - f(x, ~Pi, .r~, r~', r~ ). ·, · (12C) 
By takinL tl1e ratio of (12b) to (12a), the followir10 
expression can be written: 
Tan 6 QP + lYIN (13) -- -QM - PN 
... J' 
where: I 
( 1, ·+· 


















' -· ... :, t 
. ' .. / ..... ··, 
. . 
.P - ( 1 - r28i ) S in X 
M ·= 
rS1 (1 + rt! ) + r (1 + r2Si ) cos X v.d 
. 8:d .. , 
.. 
. . • i•·· ···1,·· 
N (1 rFP ) • - -r S ln. X. - P2 # l 
The 's have been defined • (3) through (6) an.d rYz 1n X 
is def i11ed by ( 9) • 
• 
In ad.di t ion to the equation for the phase angle ~ , an 
equation can be derived in a similar manner for azimuth,. 
,,·,. 
In tl1is resea-rch work, it was only necessary to determine 
-one unknown ·parameter of the film (N) so only the phase 
ang"le 6 need be used. 
/ 
The phase angle A was chosen over 
• 
the azimuth was it is more sensitive to incremental 
changes in thickness, giving a greater change per angstrom 





























' . TABLE I 
l 
SPUTTERING DATA 












































Foreline,pressure 70 µ,·chamber pressure 16 ~ 
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-~ BREWSTER ANGLE MEASUREMENTS OF Ta205 FILM 
,, 
Analyzer Angle for Matched Reflections - (Degrees) 
--Angle of' Slide -ti-7t E-3762_ - E-3756 E-3763 -E-3757 E-="3759 E-.3754 - E-3760 E-·3767 E-93764 ·-1 Incidence E;..3753 ... 
*-78 .. 66° 
-75 -76 -75 -75 -76 -7 4. 5 -77.5 -75 -70 , I 
. - 65° · -74 ~5 -71 .-72 
-70-5 -71.5 -73 -69. 5 . -73 - -6B -62 • 
• I 
64° -70 -63 -65 -61.5 -64 -65 -60 -68.5 -58. 5 _ -41 
63° -61.5 -48. 5. -49 -41.5 -51 -53.5 -42 -59 -38 -· 5 
62° -46 -28 -27 -12 -14 -24 - 8 • 5 I -39.5 - 4 +29·-.5 
,e,,. ~ 
61°40' -- 9 - 8 + 3 - 9 - 9 +·7 -- + 4 -- \ 




61° -10 +17 .+18 -- +22 +12 +30 + 1 +32 +55 I r•,' 
I 
.. 1 ,1 60° + 3.L~ +48 +49 +48 + 3,4. 5 +64. 5~ i -~ +51 +51 I +50 +55 .II 
: I 
59° +55 +62 ' +63 +64.5 +65 +61.5 +62. 5 . +54 +65 +.r-ro *-. 
.., 
·t 
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·' . . 
.. 
" 
REFRACTIVE INDEX(N)-FROM BREWSTER ANGLE ';. I t 
~hickness . Brewster 
Slide # A ( ± 10). Angle a / Tan a = N 
-·E-3762 128 60. '75 ° 1.786 
~ 
E-3753 ~- 281 61.25·0 , 1.823 
E-3756 286 61.25° 1. 823, .. 
E-3763 309 61.60° 1.850 
I~ E-3757 475 61.40° 1.834 
" 
' 
E-3759 665 61.50° 1.842 ' ,fl 
E-3754 868 61.75° 1.861 
"I/: E-3760 1114 61.10° 1.·s12 
E-3767 1434 61.85° 1.869 
~ ·,-:'.:··· ... 
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